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LA Rooted class of 2014 with coordinators, volunteers and yoga facilitators at Peace Yoga, 
Downtown LA.  July 16, 2014.



“I am eating more vegetables and fruits.  Be-
fore I could eat a six pack of Oreos and now I can’t 
even eat three because [LA Rooted] even changed 

the taste of food.”

-Maria 
LA Rooted Class of 2014, age 16
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The Meaning 
Behind Our Work

Urban youth of color face various challenges 
everyday.  These challenges are caused by 

inequitable access to healthy food, resources and 
safe spaces for physical activities.  While youth 
obesity levels continue to rise, youth of color are 
disproportionately affected.  For example, in the 
U.S., 20.2% of Black, 22.4% of Latino and 14.3% 
of White children are obese. 1

In addition, urban youth of color face an in-
equitable system of punishment and violence. Nationally, 

students of color face harsher judicial punishments and represent more than 70% of those 
involved in school arrests or referral to law enforcement.2  

1. “Fast Facts on the State of Obesity in America.“ The State of Obesity: Better Policies for a Healthier America, 3 November 2014. < http://stateofobesity.org/fast-
facts/ >

2. Kerby, Sofia. “The Top 10 Most Startling Facts About People of Color and Criminal Justice in the United States: A Look at the Racial Disparities Inherent in Our 
Nation’s Criminal-Justice System.” American Progress. Center for American Progress, 13 March 2012. 3 November 2014. <http://www.americanprogress.org/
issues/race/news/2012/03/13/11351/the-top-10-most-startling-facts-about-people-of-color-and-criminal-justice-in-the-united-states/>.

Socio economic restraints, cou-
pled with negligible 

city planning, 
affect the health, 
environment 
and opportunities 
available to youth of 
color.

LA Rooted strong-
ly believes every 

youth deserves an ed-
ucation that encourages 
self-esteem, promotes 
love for a self-identity, 
establishes healthy daily 
practices and fosters agency for 
their own education and that of their communities.

“The function of education is to teach one to think intensively and 
to think critically.  Intelligence plus character - that is the goal of 

true education.” -Martin Luther King
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WE AIM FOR YOUTH 
LEADERSHIP IN: 

Community Wellness
Community 
Empowerment 

Healthy Lifestyle
Food Equity 

Safe Multi-modal 
Transportation

Environmental Sustainability and 
Appropriate Technology

Why It Matters
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Our Solution
We strive to be: 
TRANSFORMATIVE
Our hands-on program aims to connect youth with various 
perspectives and tools to create solutions to issues affecting 
their community.  
Youth learn about the concept of zero waste through dai-
ly practices of reusing, repurposing and recycling “trash,” 
bringing their own reusable dishes and utensils for break-
fast and lunch, and water conservation techniques by using 
buckets to rinse and wash their own dishes.

Encircling L.A. Rooted’s program is LEADERSHIP 
and CRITICAL ANALYSIS of the social cultural con-
text of our youth’s COMMUNITY and public health. 
Through various forms of creative expressions youth 
learn to take agency of their education and their ev-

eryday practices.  
The conclusion of our program is a student led-proj-

ect, intentionally created to share knowledge with 
family, friends and community members. 

SELF-HEALING 
Through our hands-on nutritional workshops and daily exercise of bi-
cycling, hiking, yoga, parkour and play, youth adopt healthy habits for 
physical and mental health.  Youth also learn about and practice the 
tools to communicate about their bodies, gender, boundaries and con-
sent through literature, discussions and participatory workshops.

CULTURALLY AND ENVIRONMENTALLY 
RELEVANT
The interdisciplinary curriculum incorporates environ-
mental stewardship by connecting students with the nat-
ural world.  Through backpacking, hiking, and practicing 
vermicomposting and plant propagation, students connect 
with the natural world and their potential to become active 
participants in nature.

“Junk food makes you 
lazy.  Vegetables give 
you so much energy.”

-Amy
LA Rooted Class of 

2014, age 14



Our History, Intention & Who We Are
LA Rooted had its first summer program in July 2013.  Inspired by lessons learned during a bicycle trip from 

LA to Guatemala in 2012, Rio Contreras and Johanna Iraheta started L.A. Rooted with the intention of 
sharing alternative knowledge and practices for youth, in order to address the conditions of growing up in un-
healthy environments with unsafe choices and fractured communities.  LA Rooted is now made up of four main 
coordinators who help plan the overall program.  

Brenda Yancor has lived, studied and worked all over LA, including receiving her BA 
in History from the University of California Los Angeles.  An avid bicyclist and work-in-
progress, Brenda seeks to use her skills and experience to work toward a healthier, more 
equitable and sustainable Los Angeles.  She is grateful for the community in which she 
lives, that works together to create empowering and nurturing neighborhoods, and sup-
ports projects like Los Angeles Rooted.  Brenda is a League-Certified Instructor with the 
League of American Bicyclists, a member of the Community Emergency Response Team 
(CERT) in Los Angeles, and is CPR certified through the American Red Cross.  

Rio-jill Contreras, MAED, LCI is a passionate youth educator with 15+ years of 
experience in educating and working alongside inner-city youth. Rio received their MA 
at San Francisco State University under the guidance of Jeff Duncan-Andrade, a na-
tionally recognized professor and teacher for his incredible success in teaching “at-risk” 
youth.  Rio’s last 10 years have been dedicated to teaching cycling, outdoor education, and 
healthy cooking. Rio is a League-Certified Instructor with the League of American Bicy-
clists and has the professional knowledge and expertise to teach anyone best techniques 
on how to safely ride a bike on the streets. Recent classroom experiences teaching high 
school Spanish & science have given Rio insight on how to successfully blend academic 
with experiential learning.

Johanna Iraheta is a passionate educator, recent graduate from the University of 
Southern California with a Masters of Art in Urban Education, a certified Wilderness 
and Outdoors Educator from the Diverse Outdoors Leadership Institute and holds a 
teacher certification in public theater from the Theater of the Oppressed Educational 
Center in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.  Johanna has incredible experience in community or-
ganizing and event planning, including a May 1st Worker’s Rights & Appreciation Fes-
tival and a fundraiser for the Truth & Reconciliation Commissions in Guatemala.  Such 
organizing events provide Johanna with a wide and expansive network in Los Angeles 
utilized for rich and transformative education.

Miguel Ramos was born and raised in Los Angeles and is inspired daily by the resil-
ience and ambition of the cultural communities here. This passion propels him to strive 
for social and environmental justice in communities of color. Miguel sees the importance 
of reclaiming space to heal and grow as community and aims to continue his education 
in urban planning and community development.  Miguel received his BA in Sociology 
at California State University Los Angeles and is a League-Certified Instructor with the 
League of American Bicyclists.  Miguel promotes the bicycle and its safety as a tool to 
bridge environmental and social justice.
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Our community partners: LA Rooted would not be possible without the support and collaboration of 
incredible facilitators, volunteers, partner organizations and foundations.  Please refer to Acknowledgements 

on page 10 for a list of all those who make LA Rooted the radical youth summer program that it is. 



THE PEOPLE’S MUSEUM
The people’s museum widens students’ local, global and historical 

perspectives by connecting them with the knowledge and expertise 
of the city’s professionals, activists, artivists, gardeners and storytell-
ers.  We invite scholars, professionals, artists and community mem-

bers from diverse backgrounds to share their knowledge with youth 
leaders.  The people’s museum combines field trips to historical sites 

alongside oral histories and hands-on experimentation. 

OUTDOOR 
CONNECTIONS
Students explore their role and impact in nature through hikes and 
camping at our local state parks and the Angeles National Forest.  
Aside from becoming in tune with their bodies’ physical capacities 
and limitations, students learn about the importance of nature’s el-
ements and care. Students practice Leave No Trace principles as a 
way to nurture a conscious healthy relationship with their natural 
environment.  

SELF-HEALING & SELF-LOVE
 Students learn how to appreciate, value and care for their bodies and 

self-identities. Through cycling, yoga, parkour, capoeira, breathing 
techniques and massage, students practice how to keep their minds 
and bodies in harmony with their inner strength. Youth also learn 

the fundamentals of nutrition, food preparation and the food cycle.  
We believe that learning how to care for our bodies through physical 

and mental exercise and nutrition is essential to self-care, self-love 
and, consequently, radical transformative change. 

WHAT’S NEW: Pop up 
classrooms through the city via bike fleet
This year L.A Rooted launched its mobile pop-up classroom 
curriculum via multi modal transportation - incorporating 
walking, bicycling, public transit, and carpooling to connect 
youth to local businesses, public spaces, neighborhood resourc-
es and local National parks.  
The multi-modal transportation approach, cycling in particu-
lar, promotes youth to not only become empowered with their 
bodies, but to build a relationship with their neighborhoods in 
a different light.  This relationship is meant to further promote 
the participation, care and leadership in their communities.

Our Transformative Education
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Our educational theory is rooted in striving towards a positive coexistence between humans and nature.  
Based on developing and nurturing non-exploitative relationships, LA Rooted aims to challenge social and 
personal activities that conflict with a harmonious relationship with nature, others and ourselves.
For a full calendar of our 2014 summer program, please see Appendix D.



Los Angeles 
Rooted 2014 
Financial Summary
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NEW FINANCIAL DEVELOMENTS

IN-KIND CONTRIBUTIONS

YOUR CONTRIBUTIONS AT WORK

One of the central tenets for LA Rooted’s operational and fundrais-
ing strategy is to mindfully seek out funds from community-focused 
and socially-conscious businesses, organizations and individuals.  
We are intentional about not seeking out or accepting money that 
comes from sources that are perpetrating harm in other communi-
ties – be they local, national or international in scope.  
LA Rooted is proud to announce we received $3,750 in grants 
from supportive and socially conscious organizations this year (please see Appendix 
3, sections 1 & 2).   The $2,550 grant from RESIST, Inc. and the funds from Multicultural Communities for 
Mobility are examples of the types of funds we seek.  The sources of these are community-based and non-ex-
ploitative.  LA Rooted is intentional about continuing to seek out these types of funders moving forward.
LA Rooted is committed to grassroots fundraising to ensure autonomy. The autonomy of LA Rooted is key in 
keeping the program radical, decolonial, conscious and healthy. LA Rooted deeply thanks the vast communi-
ty, organizations and individuals who share our vision for a radical youth summer camp based in Los Angeles. 
LA Rooted is working towards raising enough funds to pay individuals for their prep time.

LA Rooted’s partners and supporters also provided several in-kind donations.  The Central City Action Com-
mittee provided access to their meeting space (estimated value of $1,000), which was instrumental for our 
daily meet-ups and our closing exhibit.  Multicultural Communities for Mobility loaned us their bicycle fleet 
for our pop-up classrooms all around the city (estimated value of $5,000).  
Los Angeles Wilderness Training provided access to their backpacks, camping equipment and insurance for 
our overnight camping trip in the Angeles National Forest (valued at $1,200).  Comida No Bombas donated 
$150 in food (not to mention their time to prepare and deliver this food to our pop-up classrooms all around 
the city) for daily vegetarian lunches provided to students at no cost.   
The In-kind contributions totaled $7,350 (please see Appendix 1, section 5).  It is also worth noting that LA 
Rooted coordinators and volunteers fundraised an additional $283 (please see Appendix 2, section 1, “LAR 
Fundraising”) in order to cover oustanding costs.

LA Rooted’s success was made possible by the generosity and 
passion of our local community, which is made up of profes-
sional artists, chefs, horticulturists, master gardeners, educa-
tors, health practitioners, inter-generational volunteers and a 
wide variety of grassroots and locally-based organizations.  

The total monetary value of our 2014 summer program – which met 
with 15 youth three days a week for four weeks – was $31,583.  
This program was offered at little to no cost because nearly 800 volun-
teer hours were donated. The dedication of the program coordinators 
was the lifeline of the summer camp.  Each individual contributed 
over 150 volunteer hours during the month of July alone. 
The value of all the pro-bono services from guest lecturers, teachers, 
chefs and the coordinators totaled to $27,550 (please see Appendix 
3, section 4). 
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Call for Action: How to Collaborate

Our program is meant to rediscover the value in our communities, and to 
nurture, empower and build connections with that value always in mind.  

We seek out and accept resources in various forms - from in-kind dona-
tions, pro-bono professional services, volunteered time and monetary 

contributions.  Our approach allows us to offer this program in low-income 
communities of color at little-to-no monetary cost, as we give parents, youth 
and volunteers several options on how they can contribute and participate in 
the program.  

Monetary Resources
While our program operates on the basis of several types of contributions, 
our current social and economic reality make access to monetary resourc-
es an important part of our program.  These types of resources help us 
provide stipends to youth leaders (alumni who are now mentors to new 
youth participants).  These stipends are important resources to our youth 
as they make preparations to help their families or seek higher education.  

We also provide stipends to the program coordinators (individuals who pre-
pare the curriculum and coordinate the logistics of the program in advance).  
We also use monetary resources to purchase materials that chefs and facil-
itators need to conduct interactive workshops for the program.  We work 
towards having strong monetary resources in order to contribute to the work 
our community already does.  We aim to ensure we are investing in our own 
community and promoting the self-sustainability of community members, 
while promoting an alternative model of education.

In-Kind Donations
In-kind donations have a strong value and pres-
ence in our program.  In our current consumer-
ist society, there exists a large amount of unused/
neglected/surplus materials that enable us to re-
use, repurpose and recycle previously-owned or 
used material in order to meet the material needs 
of our program.  

To make a monetary do-
nation to our program via 

PayPal, please follow the link 
below:

losangelesrooted.word-
press.com/contributions-2/

•	 Bicycle inner tubes
•	 Bicycles
•	 Multi-tools
•	 Bicycle locks
•	 Bicycle lights
•	 Cotton fabric
•	 Yoga mats
•	 Paint brushes
•	 Paint 
•	 Bicycle trailer
•	 Seedlings

•	 Soil
•	 Containers
•	 Metro Tap cards
•	 Grocery gift cards
•	 Portable bike stand
•	 Permanent markers
•	 Water bottles
•	 Camping backpacks
•	 Sleeping bags
•	 Sleeping pads
•	 Tents

Wishlist of In-Kind Donations

“I eat lots of vegetables and I 
don’t eat a lot of junk food now. 

The vegetables help me.” 
-Fredy, LA Rooted Class of 2014, 

Age13
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“I learned to be really conscious of what you eat 
and put in your body.”
-Isabella, age 9

“How to compost.  It helps plants grow and makes 
good fertilizer.” 
-Fredy, age 13

“Riding bikes the right way on streets.” 
-Jeremaya, age 13

“Water - it is important for the environment to not 
waste.”
-Karrynne, age 14

“South Central Farm- it was a place where people 
could get fresh and organic food.  They took it 
down even though people were organizing to save 
it and they ended up taking down the trees and 
now it’s just an empty lot.”
-Karen, age 13

“At school they are giving more plastic during 
lunch and the camp made me realize it is not good 
so I spoke to the principal and told her how much 
plastic ends up in the landfill and it won’t disappear 
by itself.”
-Maria, age 16

Sponsorships
Sponsorship is another way we can sustain this program by asking students, teachers, coordinators, and 
chefs to seek sponsorship from their own personal networks of friends and family as a way to bring new 
vested interest in growing the program and have more relationships built through personal engagement. 
The sponsorship would ask the youth, coordinators, teachers and chefs to take the initiative and be part 
of the call for action and ask their networks to provide resources in forms of material or monetary dona-
tions for their participation in the program. 

Volunteer opportunities 
 Our community may not have access to several 

forms of material and monetary funds.  That is 
why we provide opportunities for people who be-
lieve in this program and want to see it be sustain-
able. 

Our intention is to have volunteers  partici-
pate in the program by dedicating their time 

and skills to the knowledge and empowerment of 
youth of color and the overall growth of the pro-
gram. We highly encourage this as a viable contri-
bution to the program, where we value our com-
munity more than we value monetary funds. 

We acknowledge that our communities are 
made up of different professionals and of-

fer various skills that are needed. In order to volunteer we 
would like people to be committed to the program and connected to the local community. This is 

part of our intention of  cultivating healthy relationships through consistent presence , where the volunteers 
are not only contributing their skills to the program but can also be seen as mentors or role models by the 
youth. We are also open for volunteers to participate in helping our fundraising efforts and collect material 
donations.

What did you learn about in LA Rooted? 



Los Angeles Rooted would like to thank the nurturing and supportive community it is a part of.  
It is because of the work we do in conjunction with others that our program has the vibrancy, 

richness and broad impact that it does.  

In particular we would like to thank the following organizations, groups and individuals for their 
valuable time, hard work, and priceless energy.  

Thank you - for working alongside us, for bringing your work and yourself to the program, and 
for creating transformative change together.

RESIST, resistinc.org  Central City Action Committee - Maryanne Hayashi  Multicultural Communi-
ties for Mobility  KPFK - Nadia  Community Services Unlimited, Inc.  Comida No Bombas Los An-
geles - Ozzie, Jacquie, Johnny, Daniel, Cuauhtemot, Natalia, Javi  Guerilla Food Not Bombs - Tanya Selig 

 Los Angeles Wilderness Training - Chelsie Griffie, Francheska Zamora  Sandra de la Loza  Ernesto 
de la Loza  Joy Anderson  Peace Yoga Gallery - Sheri, Sara, May  Eliseo Da Silva  James Simmon  
Jess Gudiel  Melissa Gutierrez  Ana Bel  Carlos Hinojosa/Gnarly Charly  Eso Won Books  Pro-

gram Volunteers - Edxie Betts, Imelda Romero, Rep, Jaqueline Sanchez
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